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RAF Martlesham Heath

The Memorials - Barrack Square

356th Fighter Group

EDITORIAL

Please Read All Below

As I write the sun is shining and I should be out there cutting the grass! Ever
since a drought was officially declared it has hardly stopped raining. But then,
you probably know that!
Hopefully the sun will show itself because both Howard King and Martyn Cook
have organised some of our ever-popular outings for the forthcoming weeks.
Howard has put on a special trip to the Farnborough Air Sciences Trust, (FAST),
museum on Sunday 24th June. ‘Phone Howard to book one of the fast disappearing places on board the coach.
As usual, a trip in place of a monthly meeting in August has been arranged.
Martyn has organised an evening visit to the Combined Military Services
museum in Maldon, Essex.
Last autumn Howard put together a most successful double talk by two eminent
national aviation speakers at the Thomas Theatre, Kesgrave. He is hoping to
repeat this success with a similar event this autumn.
All these events are usually well supported so book early!
Our May meeting was the occasion of our AGM and our chairman; Martyn Cook
has included his annual report in this newsletter.
The usual mix of, (hopefully), interesting aviation stories. It is so important that
as many of these experiences as possible are never forgotten.
Please send in your contributions for future “Runway 22” editions.

Due to the Community Hall being book for a Blood Donor session, the
meeting scheduled for:
Friday 7th SEPTEMBER 2012
will now be held on
Friday 31st AUGUST 2012

‘Runway 22’ - A Gentle Reminder
If you like reading “Runway 22” then
please make sure that you have renewed
your membership.
If you have then please disregard this message otherwise, this could be your last issue.

ED

SQUADRON LEADER
TOMMY BROOM
Tommy Broom has died at the
age of 96. Many will remember that our late Vice-President was Sir Ivor Broom, they
called themselves “the flying
brooms”, when during WW2
they formed a formidable partnership flying De Havilland
Mosquitoes.
Sir Ivor died in 2003 and Squadron Leader Tommy Broom died last year.
Unfortunately we have run out of space to include a rather belated obituary
to Sqd.Ldr. Tommy Broom, but I do intend to include a story about their
wartime service in the next issue of Runway 22.
Meanwhile the picture above shows Ivor (later Sir Ivor) Broom with his
brilliant navigator, Tommy Broom standing in front of their Mosquito.

Membership Secretary Report
I would like to welcome 8 new members since the last newsletter and a
special welcome to Captain Brown RN who accepted our invitation to
become a Vice President of the MHAS Trust.
Alan Brown
Captain Eric (Winkle) Brown RN
Kevin Curtiss
Anthony Grunberg
Reginald Harding
Sundra Barker
David Kitt
Pat Moss
Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:
Joe Cox : 43 Exeter Road : Felixstowe : Suffolk : IP11 9AT
Telephone: (01394) 282047
Email: joecox@hotmail.com

ED
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accounts of survivors of that war. Obviously this is a most important undertaking, particularly as so many veterans are no longer with us. Families of
these men frequently visit the Control Tower museum and Alan methodically
records so many stories that would otherwise be forgotten.
Friday 2nd March and the Community Hall was once more packed to be
entertained by Joyce Kimber, who gave an illustrated talk entitled “Codes,
Ciphers and Enigma”.
The talk was delivered in a most professional way by someone who has
obviously studied the subject thoroughly.
Joyce began by outlining the start of encrypting messages way back in the
dark ages before inevitably concentrating on the amazing work done at
“Station X”, as the national codes and cipher centre AT Bletchley Park was
known in WW2.
This is a most fascinating subject and a triumph of British intelligence. The
fact that we were able to break the German Enigma cipher was extraordinary.
The German’s were convinced during the entire war that their cipher system
was secure. The fact was that we were, in most cases, able to decipher their
vital military messages.
The supreme allied commander, General Dwight D Eisenhower himself
stated that the Work done at Bletchley Park contributed to shortening the war
by two years.
Friday 30th March and most unusually our monthly meeting did not take
place on the first Friday of the month, which normally it would be. This was
due to the fact that the first Friday in April was Good Friday.
Nevertheless a large audience were present to enjoy an illustrated talk by
John Griffiths entitled, “Ipswich Airport 1927 – 1997”.
The first Ipswich airport was at Hadleigh but land was acquired on Nacton
Heath in 1929 for a proper municipal airport. John detailed the history of
Ipswich airport from the time that King Edward 8th, (the uncrowned king),
opened it after arriving by air in his personal Westland Wapiti biplane, to its
closure in 1997.
John Griffiths has been associated with the airport for many years and gained
his own pilot’s licence there in the post war years.
May 4th and the occasion of our AGM. A full report by our Chairman is
included on page 1 of this newsletter. The annual Charles (Holly) Hall
Photographic competition took place after the AGM business was concluded.
ED
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2012 AGM REPORT
The 4th May 2012 saw our 31st AGM which took place in the Community hall
Martlesham Heath
As usual my report began by thanking the President for his support despite
his health. He always enjoys a visit to his home at which time he catches up
with the society news.
Without the support of a great committee (nay trustees – Charity Trust) there
would be no society and they each have worked hard throughout the year to
keep the society where it should be, a highly respected aviation society. They
were thanked individually along with those who work so hard to keep the
museum interesting, clean and tidy.
We do a lot of manual work in the course of the year and we can always do
with more help so if you can spare a few hours on a Wednesday morning
please come along you will enjoy the experience I can assure you.
Our meetings are very well attended and it’s thanks to you the members who
come along to support the meetings. Chairs have to be put out and re-stacked
at the end of the meeting. Refreshments have to be prepared. Someone has
to be on the door to greet you. You all know who they are and we thanked
them all for helping with these tasks month in and month out. We held for
the first time a meeting in the Thomas Theatre at Kesgrave High School.
This was a double lecture by Taylor Downing and Captain Eric (Winkle)
Brown (RN). This was a great success and Captain Brown accepted our
invitation to become a Vice President of the MHAS.
We had a quiz night and a number of other fund raising events during the year
which all helps to keep the subscriptions to a minimum.
During the year the society undertook four visits which I think is a record.
We started with a visit to Chatham Dockyard in June. A glorious day out and
a thoroughly enjoyable visit.
Friday 5th August we visited Maurice Hammond at Hardwick. This was an
evening visit and with the sun setting gently down in the background helped
to create a wonderful photographic opportunity. Maurice gave us a grand
display starting and running up one of his beautiful P51’s. On the way home
we stopped for a great buffet in the ‘Crossways Inn’ in Scole, this rounded
off a wonderful evening.
On the 7th September we re-visited RAF Boscombe Down in Wiltshire. This
was a long journey but the rewards at the end of our journey were marvellous
and we came away with a sense of great satisfaction at persevering with the
long journey.
Our last visit was to RAF Lakenheath which was not as good as it should
have been. Perhaps we were spoilt by the visit the previous year, which was
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arranged with the help of Lt.Col. Mark Ciero who I can tell you, thanks to an
email from Tarkey, is coming back to RAF Lakenheath. Good news indeed.
Sunday 11th September was the date of the ‘Control Tower Fun Day’. This
event gets bigger every year and would not have gone ahead if Phil Argent
had not volunteered his services. This was the impetus needed to fire us all
up and we collectively produced a great day which every one thoroughly
enjoyed.
November saw one of our largest attendances at the Remembrance Service
on the Barrack Square Martlesham Heath. The Royal British Legion was
supported by their motorcycle section which was boosted by the ‘Iron
Crows’, a local motorcycle group; you all saw the pictures in the February
2012 newsletter. The service was taken by Bishop Walsh who I have to say
made me smile when the band failed to play the last verse of ‘The Day Thou
Gavest Lord is Ended’. The parade thought that the introduction was rather
long. It was the first verse. Bishop Walsh reminded the band that there was
another verse to go. Just one of those moments that will be remembered with
a smile.
We unfortunately lost a few members along with some ex-members on the
journey. The short list of names was read out. Some had been prominent
during their membership particularly Julie Hall (see the editors obituary)
Julie had been the society’s ‘Membership Secretary for a period of time.
They will all be remembered.
During the year the Trust experienced difficulties involving one of our
members, Jean Sarah. Those of you attending the 2012 AGM will be aware
of the detailed explanation I gave of this matter including the answers I gave
to questions from the floor.
That full report of those proceedings will form part of the minutes of that
AGM and as such will be available when they are formally published.
However as a consequence of my report and the questions asked one of our
Vice President made two proposals namely:
Proposal 1: A sub-committee is set up to investigate the affair and report back.
Proposal 2: The incoming trustees be allowed to decide on membership as
per paragraph 7 of the trust constitution.
Proposal 2 was adopted by a clear majority of members present and voting.
In the absence of our president Gordon Kinsey, Alan Smith, one of the trusts
Vice President’s handled the election of the 2012-13 trustees. There being
no other candidates proposed other than the outgoing trustees all of whom
wished to stand for another year, the outgoing trustees were re-elected.
Martyn Cook - Chairman
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One of Holly’s brilliant cartoons for good measure ED
FREE ADVERTISING FROM FLYBE AIRLINES!
Two weeks (Mid. April) ago I showed a Don Chapman and family from
Baldock, Hertfordshire around the Control Tower Museum. They had pre
booked and it was Don's 85th birthday. Don's last RAF station was RAF
Martlesham Heath and he had worked in the Control. He has many stories
and these have been past on to our Archivist Alan Smith. As Don and
Co. were leaving to go to Ipswich, he asked if I knew how he found out about
MHAS? I told I did not and he went on to say that as he was taking off
from Jersey in the Channel Islands a few years ago via Fly Be Airlines, whilst
talking to the Stewardess he mentioned the RAF and that his last RAF
Station was Martlesham Heath also that he had worked in the Control Tower.
At that point she told him " you should contact Martlesham Heath Aviation
Society, they have the old Control Tower now as an Aviation Museum " and
that is how he came to visit us and become an MHAS member- you can see,
we are well known in many Aviation areas-well done FlyBe !!

Bob Dunnett

MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP
3rd

Friday February and an illustrated talk by Alan Smith about a Martlesham
Heath boffin of the pre war era and the Squadron Leader commanding the Air
Sea Rescue wing of 277 Squadron during WW2.
Alan Smith is our archivist and responsible for collating as much information
as possible from various sources, including airmen’s log books and personal
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CHARLES (HOLLY) HALL PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
After every AGM we hold this competition in the memory of the late
Holly Hall, a founder member of the society and a nationally acclaimed
cartoonist and aviation correspondent.
The theme is simply “aviation” and sad to report the number of submissions
was down this year.
However, the cup was won by Tarkey Barker and the runner up was Peter
Barker.
I have included Tarkey’s winning photo of the Battle of Britain Douglas
Dakota low over the control tower as it salutes the memory of RAF Martlesham Heath on the occasion of one of our Open Day’s.
If my memory serves me right that may have been the year that the Dak flew
all the way down from Edinburgh, where it had been displaying. Bad weather
over northern England forced it to fly around the storm. Nevertheless, despite
the fact that it is based at Coningsby in Lincolnshire the pilot flew all the way
down here so as not to disappoint us. They could so easily have cancelled and
got themselves home at a reasonable hour on a Sunday evening. The BBMF
always do their best.

Winner 2012 Charles (Holly) Hall Photographic competition
Tarkey Barker
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I have been pestering our long-standing member, Ralph Rutherford to
tell us of some of his experiences as an RAF pilot. Ralph was training
as a pilot at the dawn of the jet age and was certainly an eventful time
to be involved with flying. Ralph has penned the following. Thanks
Ralph.
ED

RALPH RUTHERFORD No.l Mid-air Collision
17th August 1948
‘RAF Cottesmore 7 FTS’

It was a lovely August evening- the day before my 22nd birthday. We all
went back after teatime 6.30pm to the grass area to do some dual and then solo
circuits and landings. I was lined up for take off after a dual trip to do what
would be my second solo at 7 FT3. All 13 pupils and Instructors were there
and we had all dualled. Now came the solo trip number two at 7 FTS. It was
actually my third sole, as I had solo-ed at RAF Shellingford Pilot Grading
School in Oxfordshire back in 22nd January, 1948 for ten minutes.
I opened the throttle and taxied to the take off point, with all the instructors
sitting watching each of us. I opened up and took off climbing at 70kts and
at 400ft. Suddenly there was a bang and I was instantly standing on my
starboard wing tip wondering "what the hell is going on?". Out of the corner
of my eye I was aware something was fluttering down to the ground. I righted
the Moth and realised that someone had collided with me, so I carefully
climbed slowly up to circuit height 1,000ft. I found the aircraft was flying
as it should have done and wondered what on earth had happened to it. I
was turning slowly to port downwind, now having flown much further out on
take off whilst I felt the controls operating. On the D/W leg I looked to port
and on the airfield I could see a crashed Tiger Moth blazing with fire.
I wondered who it was - I thought of my best friend Jock Queen (who was
killed on Vampires in Germany later, in fact) and feared the worst. I carried
on with the circuit training; turned on to base leg and “finals", and decided the
only thing I could do to prepare for any incident (as a result of possible
damage) was to carry out a precautionary landing at 40kt’s or so. "Hanging
on the prop" as one might say. I touched down and immediately went into a
ground loop to port. I realised the damage was in the port wheel area. 1
climbed out and the Safety Officer, F/Lt.Holmes came rushing over from his
Jeep and asked if I was all right. I replied yes, Sir, fine but who was in the
crashed Tiger? He said "Coleman - Cluey Coleman" (Or 'Clueless Coleman’
as he was known) but said he'd got out of this spin crash from 400 ft.
"Amazing, impossible" I thought but he had undone all his straps to exit the
fiery mess so rapidly that he even undid his Omega Service watchstrap and
it was never found! Sadly, later on Coleman, on I.F. spins couldn't recover,
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so he failed his NF.Test and was dismissed to civvy street.
When Fl/Lt Homes had reached me and heard my story he said I would get a
green endorsement in my logbook. However, after the court of inquiry, all
that was said was, “both pilots should have kept a better lookout”. I have
always smarted about that comment because I could not possibly see Cluey
coming up behind and below me. I asked my Instructor P.II Watts what he saw of
the collision and he told me that Goleman, instead of climbing on take off (at 70kt’s)
had held it down, shot forward and then suddenly reared up into my port wheel
struts and broken them (though that damage was not ascertained until later on). He
then spun down and crashed on the A/F and burst into flames. P.II Watts told
this at the Court of Inquiry.
I liked Gluey Coleman - we all did - and I was very sorry to see him rejected after
so long on the course.
Out of 13 who began, only 10 completed to Wings.
Ralph Rutherford – 24th May 1950
‘Meteor 7 WA657 Belly Landing’

16 Squadron RAF Gutersloh BAFO 2nd TAF
On what was the old Empire Day, when I was at school in 1938, I was just into the
crew Room when P/Lt. Joe Greenhill, our Adjutant, came up to me and said we
were to go off in Meteor 7 WA.657 "to do some conversion flying. I was taken
aback as 1 had done the Meteor and Vampire course at RAF Driffield in the autumn
of 1949 and was fully conversant with the Meteor. 1 secretly surmised that the
“boss”, Sqdn/Ldr Verity Lambert DFC, was having me checked out as I was the
first pilot on 16 Sqdn. who had done the No3 Jet Conversion Course at RAF
Driffield. As we walked out, Joe asked me how many hours had I got on the
Meteor? I said about 20; Joe replied he only had 10 hours. Also, had I done
single engine landings, which I had - so he said could we do a few aerobatics and
then carry out some single engine landings? I agreed and did some 'aeros' and
carried out two single engine approaches, as we didn't touch down.
On the third approach we were on base line, prior to turning finals when we had
one red light (starboard wheel) come on. Joe said what should we do? I replied
ignore it as a red light in England usually turned out to be a micro-relay switch
problem, NOT the wheel. So we continued the approach and as we reached the
airfield at about 200' or less, the Tower said. "Liner 19 did you realise your
starboard wheel wasn't down"? No, we said. I said to Joe, climb to 6000 or 7000ft
and we'll try some G dives to see if we could shake it down, but after three attempts
- with Joe diving and pulling up sharply and me pumping the hydraulics - to no
avail. I told Joe we would have to do a belly landing with wheels up. 1 said if
he as captain in the front seat would concentrate on the landing, I would see to the
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During his retirement, he lived locally at Brantham in Suffolk, where he was
Chairman of the local Conservative Association, and Chairman of the local
Royal British Legion, as well as being an active churchgoer.
Finally, there is a printed account describing the accident of SL 574 with
photographs, which hangs in a corner of our Museum, stating how “a section
of this aircraft’s propeller is somewhere in this Museum”.
I wonder if anyone has found it yet?
John Fuller

MUSEUM CHIEFS APOLOGISE FOR BUST BLUNDER
This was the headline which appeared in the Evening Star a few years ago,
soon after the iconic American Air Museum was opened by Queen Elizabeth
2nd in 1997.
One of our own members, Vic Skeet, is responsible for pointing out the
mistake.
General Jimmy Doolittle, one of the best known USAAF general’s of WW2,
was a founding member of the group in the US who were engaged in fund
raising for the proposed American Air Museum at Duxford.
Vic saw the bust of Jimmy Doolittle with the caption underneath, which
claimed that he was the winner of the 1927 Schneider Trophy Air Race.
“Oh no he wasn’t!” said our Vic and promptly informed the American
authorities of their mistake.
Of course the winner of the 1927 Schneider Trophy Air Race was an ex
Martlesham man, Sydney Webster, flying a Supermarine S5 monoplane. The
same year, 1927, Sydney Webster captained Ipswich Town Football team.
Gordon Kinsey, who wrote the definitive history of RAF Martlesham Heath
said he often spoke to Sydney Webster in the course of researching his book.
“He was a wonderful man”, said Gordon. “Always so helpful and courteous”.
Air-Vice Marshall Sydney Norman Webster, CBE, AFC died in 1984 at the
age of 84.
The 1927 Schneider Trophy was claimed by Britain in a Supermarine S5
powered by a Napier Lion engine
General Jimmy Doolittle did win the Schneider trophy for America in 1925
in a Curtiss R3C-2 at Baltimore in the US. Supermarine’s S4 was damaged
prior to the race and did not compete.
My thanks to Vic for this interesting little story.

ED
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During the ensuing years, I often wondered what happened to this Spitfire, as
I knew all the RAF’s gate guardians had been gathered and taken to RAF
St.Athan, from where they were sold to private buyers.
SL 574 was unsold, and underwent several refurbishments with various
service Maintenance Units and eventually went to RAF Halton, where it was
fully refurbished back to flying condition by the RAF Halton Aircraft Renovation Society. This was in preparation to being presented to the American
Eagle Squadron Museum in the USA, in exchange for a P-51 Mustang, which
was destined for the RAF Museum at Hendon.
SL 574 is now based at the San Diego Air and Space Museum, in California.
The pilot who flew SL 574 on 20th September 1959, AVM Sir Harold
Maguire, passed away recently aged 88. He was born in Kilkishen, in County
Clare, Northern Ireland, and joined the Royal Air Force in 1933 and led a
distinguished career. Following service with Coastal Command at Pembroke
Dock in 1934 with 230 Squadron, he became a Squadron Leader in 1939, and
took command of 229
Squadron, which flew Blenheims on convoy patrols and night- fighter radar
trials. The Squadron was later re-equipped with Hurricanes, and took part in
the Battle of Britain, flying from Biggin Hill, then later from Digby,
covering the retreat of the British Expeditionary Force from France in 1940.
He was later posted to the Far East to lead resistance to the Japanese
invasions of Sumatra, and commanded No. 266 Fighter Wing, which consisted of some 40 Hurricanes. After bravely encountering combat both on the
ground as well as in the air, Maguire eventually became a prisoner-of-war,
and won a reputation for standing up to the bullying of the Japanese guards.
Following his release, he became the Station Commander of RAF Linton-onOuse, which operated the de Havilland “Hornet”. Later in 1950, he commanded RAF Odiham, which operated an entire Wing of “Vampire” jet
fighters.
In 1955, Maguire was posted to Malta as a Senior Staff Officer, followed by
a post at the Air Ministry, where he directed tactical and transport operations.
In 1959, he became an Air Vice- Marshall, this being the time when he flew
SL 574 from Martlesham Heath in the Battle of Britain flypast.
In 1962, he returned to the Far East as Senior Air Staff Officer to take part in
the Indonesian conflict, leading to the position of Assistant Chief of Air Staff
(Intelligence), and in 1965 Deputy Chief of Defence Staff (Intelligence). He
retired in 1968, but was called back to become the Ministry of Defence’s
Director-General of Intelligence for a further four years before his final
retirement from the service..
Between 1975 and 1982, he became a director of Commercial Union Insurance, and was its political and economic advisor from 1972 to 1979.

low pressure and the high pressure cocks, i.e. switch them off and 1 would jettison
the hood as we crossed the airfield boundary. To do this any earlier the 2 cwt.
heavy hood would take the tail off - it had happened I remembered.
So with all wheels up, we hit the grass part of the airfield and shot along for 600 to
800 yards with such deceleration that our arms shot out in front of us until we
almost stopped. The heavy hood which fell off sideways to starboard took the
skin off my forearm and then bounced along beside us. As we stopped, the
damned hood bounced over the starboard wing and then stopped.
Chiefy, Harry Copley said later that half the station was out watching this action
and he added, Geordie, do you realise that hood could have bounced back into the
cockpit and caused disastrous injuries? I replied that the thought had never occurred to me. The fault was that a tie rod operating the D-door of the starboard
wheel bay had not been secured by a piece of copper wire to ensure the malefemale joint did not unwind with vibration. The unit was insecure and had
unwound 10 complete turns over a long period and separated during our flight.
The accident was classified "Avoidable accident" in the B.A.F.O. 'Avoidable
Accident Rates'. Ground crew error Cat.4. The report said "Good airmanship
was shown by Captain and "pupil”! I was supposed to be a pupil. However, Joe
did extremely well in the circumstances and I was grateful for it all to end well.
WA 657 was repaired and flew again until 1966 - so not greatly damaged. The
Meteor was a very strongly built machine.
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Ralph Rutherford - 6th November 1948
‘Out of Fuel Even though the gauge said there was some!

Having become much more like a pilot now, I had been off into the low flying area
practising forced landings and aerobatics using much full throttle work with P.II
Watts, my Instructor, for 1 hour 15 minutes, when we returned to RAF Cottesmore. He get out and said "Go off and do exactly the same exercises again after
another 1 hour and 15 minutes. This I did and returned almost in the allotted time
and was on the base leg turning finals at 500' when another T.M. suddenly
appeared below and going ahead of me fast.
This completely surprised me, as it was the incorrect way to do it. However, I
realised I would have to climb away and make another circuit myself. As I climbed
away I noticed that the fuel gauge was a quarter above zero level, so I was quite
happy about that except that at 400ft. the engine cut dead. So I stuffed the nose
forward preparatory to a forced landing dead ahead when suddenly the engine
picked up again. Instantly I began another right hand circuit downwind for another
run in. Fate decided otherwise and halfway downwind the engine finally cut out
again – fuel gauge still reading positively!
I turned starboard towards the airfield but it was obvious that I could not reach it; so I

was committed to the triangular field I was approaching It was an isosceles triangle
and In addition, it was full of cows which now scattered as I slide slipped into the
field. Fortunately, they kept out of my path and I landed about one third of the
way across the field but still ran into the large bushy hedge. My left wing pushed
the post over, which held an electric wire fence, The hedge's resiliency pushed
the T. Moth back and the rear edge of the lower wing - which had gone over the
post - now pushed it back upright.
By now, F/Lt. Holmes had been alerted and was soon in to the field examining
the T.M. and me. He remarked, "Oh, you've come down on top of the hedge
because the post is behind your wing". I said "No, Sir, I rolled in, as you can see
yellow T.M. paint on both sides of the post". He seemed to accept my version
and then said "You'll get a green endorsement for good airmanship". However,
once again, I did not get my green endorsement. Worst still, my Instructor,
P.II.Watts got a reprimand after the Court of Inquiry for authorising me to reach a
2.5 hour safe endurance of the T.K. fuel system; especially whilst doing exercises
using a lot of full throttle work.
I hadn't exceeded the 2.5 hour mark until I had to overshoot when attempting to go
round again, yet the gauge still read that I had fuel when obviously I hadn't.
I never did find out who was flying the Tiger Moth coming directly from the
low flying area and avoiding doing a circuit, (my thoughts!) I believe it may
have been another instructor and pupil.
Ralph Rutherford

QUIZ NIGHT
The Douglas Bader owners, John and Margaret Barrett very kindly offered
me the chance of the MHAS being the beneficiaries of another of their
well-known Quiz Nights. We have had others, which have been fun to attend
and also have helped with our on-going need to raise money to keep our
Control Tower Museum warm in the winter and in good condition.
On Sunday 29th April we had two MHAS teams, the Corporals and the
Sergeants- RAF of course!. The pub was full with many tables and a friendly
humorous evening was well enjoyed. I am pleased to say the Corporals (Vice
Chairman's team) beat the Sergeants (Chairman's team) by a margin of half of
one point! Your turn next year Martyn, although we were not overall winners.
The total raised for the evening was £420, a wonderful amount and this year
we had agreed at a previous committee meeting and also with Mr & Mrs
Barrett, to share half with the new Radio Ablation Unit at Ipswich hospital.
The new unit in certain cases can save Cancer patients from having to go
through Chemo and Radio Therapy it is much less intrusive and quicker.
Until just over a year ago patients were needing to travel to London for this
treatment, assuming they were accepted. Radio Ablation is still being
pioneered at University College Hospital London. I have talked to the
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I quickly noticed there were steps in place leading to the cockpit, and this
14-year old Cadet could not resist the temptation, and began to climb the
steps.
I was absolutely thrilled, as would any other aviation-minded boy, to have
this beautiful aeroplane, albeit damaged, to myself for a few precious moments alone in what I thought was an empty hanger. I was so pre-occupied
that I had forgotten to close the hanger side door, which quickly closed itself
with an extremely loud bang which echoed throughout this enormous building, and almost frightened me to death.
As I was about to lean over into the cockpit, a loud voice shouted to me from
the opposite side of the hanger “What are you doing in here?” Scared out of
my wits,
I noticed an RAF senior technical NCO emerge, with three upside- down
chevrons with a Crown on his sleeves…clearly roused by the slamming door.
I did my best to stammer an apology, and tried to explain my interest in this
particular aircraft, and how I had cut out the various reports of the incident
from the newspaper, and pasted them into my scrapbook, and just wanted to
see it “in the flesh”. I believe he could see I was a keen young boy in my ATC
uniform; and his concerned expression suddenly turned into a smile, and to
my absolute astonishment, permitted me to sit in the cockpit. We had a long
conversation about the Flight, the aircraft, its accident, and the RAF.
After half an hour had elapsed, I looked at my watch, and knew I would be
in trouble if I did not return to the sports field to join my fellow cadets, and
reckoned I might just make it back in time before the awards presentations
began. Fortunately for me, our Adult Warrant Officer had been involved in
time keeping and recording during the entire afternoon, thus keeping him
fully occupied, and I prayed my absence had gone unnoticed.
When I got home to Bury St. Edmunds that evening at teatime, my father
asked me what I did that day. I keenly told my story, and he remarked that I
should consider myself jolly lucky I was not locked up in the guardroom!
Poor SL574 was declared beyond economic repair and unfit to fly again, but
finished up being restored to Cat 5 static display condition, and was eventually sent to the former Number 11 Fighter Group Headquarters at RAF
Bentley Priory, for duties as a gate guardian
The Battle of Britain Memorial Flight, which had moved to Martlesham
Heath from North Weald, went on to Horsham St. Faith (now Norwich
Airport), then to Coltishall, after which it moved to its present home at RAF
Coningsby, with more aircraft added over the years, including the Dakota ZA
947, and Avro Lancaster PA 474.
The surviving members of the current Flight at Coningsby that were once
based at Martlesham Heath, are the Hurricane IIc LF 363, and Spitfire Mk.
XIX, PM631.
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victory in the finals, but I had an ulterior motive.
The year was 1959, and our day at the Station followed not so long after the
Battle of Britain flypast over London, where on 20th September, Spitfire Mk.
XVIe, SL574, suffered an engine failure whilst flying over Horse Guards
Parade and its pilot, Air Vice- Marshall H. J. Maguire, performed a successful “wheels-up” landing on the Oxo factory sports ground cricket pitch at
Bromley.

Consultant Radiologist in charge of the Ipswich Unit and he was extremely
grateful for the help from MHAS and the D. Bader Pub .The Unit is striving
for some new, more up to date equipment and this gift will help greatly.
May I thank all those that supported such an enjoyable, friendly and profitable evening, especially all those from the Douglas Bader.
Bob Dunnett
Bob, of course, has a particular reason for being grateful to the Radio
Frequency Ablation service at Ipswich Hospital. Before this service
was made available at Ipswich he was required to visit University
College hospital, London for regular treatment and I know how
stressful that was for him.
He has since received a letter from Dr Simon Smith, consultant
radiologist at Ipswich hospital asking him to pass on their gratitude
for the donation of £210.
Bob is hoping to have a Coffee Morning with a few stalls in his garden
this Summer to try and raise money for the R.F.A.S . He hopes when
the date is announced that you will go along to support him ?
ED

AN OBITUARY

I was intrigued by this amazing feat of airmanship, which was duly reported
in the local East Anglian Daily Times.
The EADT mentioned how the aircraft was later dismantled, and brought
back to Martlesham Heath on a 60- foot RAF Queen Mary trailer. (Photos of
this appear on pages 117 and 118, with a fuller account in our President,
Gordon Kinsey’s book, “Martlesham Heath”) Further press photographs of
the accident are displayed in the Museum.
Being absolutely fascinated by this story, I decided to abandon the sports
field, and endeavour to locate this aeroplane. I checked out each hanger, only
to find they were locked up for the weekend, except for one…..but I failed to
notice an RAF bicycle propped up against the wall outside. I found the side
door unlocked, and upon opening the inner door revealed a sight to behold………… sitting on jacks and stands high off the ground, less its
propeller blades, and drip trays placed underneath the uncovered Packard
Merlin 266 engine, its cockpit canopy slid open in the middle of the hanger,
sat SL 574.
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Many of us who have been members for a few years will remember Julie
Hall. She was the daughter of Holly Hall and I have to report that sadly Julie
died on March 4th after a long battle with cancer.
She was a former membership secretary for the society. Julie was a determined woman and a hard worker who brought up two lovely daughters
single-handedly.
I last saw Julie Hall in November last year. I was visiting Don Kitt in
Felixstowe Community hospital just before he died. There was Julie, doing
what she did best; working in the community and caring for sick patients.
The church at Ipswich cemetery was packed to say farewell to Julie, who was
a mere 53 years of age.
Alan Powell
Sadly I also have to report the passing of three other members since the last
newsletter. Gerald Allen, Cliff Caley and Jim Ferguson.
Many of us will remember Cliff Caley for his knowledge of Orfordness and
although Jim Ferguson had not been a member for some time, many will
remember Jim for his memories of serving in Malta and the talk he gave to
the society entitled Malta GC.

ED
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Three cheers for the man on the ground
Wherever you walk you will hear people talk,
Of the men who go up in the air,
Of the dare-devil-way they go into the fray
Facing death without turning a hair.
They’ll raise a Big cheer and buy lots of beer,
For a pilot who's home on leave,
But they don't give a jigger,
For a Flight mech or rigger,
With nothing but props on his sleeve.
They just say "nice day" and then turn away,
With never a mention of praise,
And poor Bloody erk who does all the work,
Just orders his own Beer
And pays!

ONE OF OUR CADETS IS MISSING
I mentioned in a recent article I wrote for the Magazine, how the former
Suffolk Wing of the Air Training Corps always held their annual Wing
Inspection and Parade together with their Wing Sports Day, on a Sunday at
RAF Martlesham Heath.
All the Suffolk Squadrons with their Officers, Warrant Officers, and Cadets,
would assemble at the Station, to take part in a Wing Inspection followed by
a march-past complete with Squadron colours, to the music of the various
Squadron Bands, before an invited Senior Air Officer who took the salute
from the dais with our Wing Commander, beside Number 2 “30” runway.
Following lunch in the Airman’s Mess, the Inter-Squadron athletic heats and
finals were held on the Station’s Sports Field.
At a recent visit to the Control Tower Museum, I was reminded of one of my
attendances at this annual event, when I saw photos showing the Battle of
Britain Memorial Flight when based at Martlesham Heath between 1958 and
1961. The Flight then consisted of the legendary Hawker Hurricane Mk.IIc,
serial number LF 363, and four Spitfires of varying marks, serial numbers:
PM631, TE 330, TE 476 and SL574.

They’ve never been told of the hours in the cold
That he spends sealing Germany’s fate,
How he works on a kite till all hours of the night;
And then turns up next morning at eight.
He gets no rake off for working till take-off.
Or helping the aircrew prepare,
But whenever there’s trouble, its quick, at the double,
The man on the ground must be there.
Each flying crew could tell it to you;
They know what this man’s really worth.
They know he’s part of the RAF’s heart.
Even though he stays close to the earth.
He doesn’t want glory, but please tell his story,
Spread a little of his fame around,

He’s one of the few, so give him his due,
Three cheers for the man on the ground.
E Sykes – 1942
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Our Adult Squadron Warrant Officer had already “volunteered” us Cadets to
take part in various athletic heats, where the winners would go on further to
compete for the wonderful array of silver cups and medals to be presented at
the end of the afternoon.
Despite having the longest legs on the Squadron, I was more the ‘constant‘steady- pace- cross-country- type’ of runner, rather than the ‘greyhoundsprint’ variety, and subsequently rarely made the finals. So after completing
my heats, along with the other “also- ran’s”, I retired to the marquee to locate
where I had left my boots and uniform (among hundreds of others) and get
changed. We were then expected to cheer our fellow Squadron cadets to
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